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1.

Interface controls

1.
2.
3.

glide - Controls the speed of the portamento.
lpf - controls the cutoff of the low pass filter.
ahdsr - controls the values of the volume
envelope.
drive & damping - adjusts the distortion amount
and damping attenuates its high frequencies.
saturate - adjusts the saturation transfer curve.
bass - adjusts the low frequency gain.
lofi - decreases the signals bit depth.
dry/wet - adjusts the ratio between the clean
and the distorted signal.
gain - controls the output volume.
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2.

Installation & requirements
vault requires no additional installation, just
simply unzip the downloaded file into the desired
directory.
Vault needs the full version of kontakt 5.6.5 or
higher and about 380 MB disk space.

3.

how to import your samples
- load the .nki patch named vault - patch custom.

- click on the wrench icon on
the top left corner of the gui.

- click on edit, and
select exchange
sample. search for
your file and open it.
make sure that you
don’t tweak any other
parameter.

- you can set the root note
here:

- after you set the root note, click edit again and
select copy zones.
- select the dry group,
and in the edit menu,
paste the copied
zones.

- and you are ready. all you have to do is click on
the wrench icon to return.

4. License Agreement
By purchasing an ecliptiq Audio product, you
expressly agree and accept this license
agreement.
The license is non-exclusive and 100% royalty
free. The license is not transferrable and any
selling, lending, copying, duplicating, renting,
uploading to any database, servers, file
sharing services or otherwise distributing is
strictly prohibited.
You may use ecliptiq Audio products within
your compositions for both commercial and
non-commercial use.
ecliptiq Audio sound files may not be used
individually, and in combination with other
sound files to create alternative sample
libraries.
all rights reserved.
Contact:
Website:
e-mail:
facebook:
Soundcloud:

ecliptiqaudio.com
contact(at)ecliptiqaudio.com
facebook.com/ecliptiqaudio
soundcloud.com/ecliptiqaudio

